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Counterinsurgency Warfare 1964 this groundbreaking
investigation uncovers serious mismatches between david
galula s counterinsurgency practice in algeria and his
counterinsurgency theory the foundation of current u s
counterinsurgency doctrine in iraq and afghanistan given the
centrality of david galula s theory to u s counterinsurgency
coin doctrine in iraq and afghanistan it is striking that
there has been no independent evaluation of galula s
recollection of his coin operations in algeria galula in
algeria counterinsurgency practice versus theory delivers
just such an analysis exploring the colonial french counter
insurrectionary theoretical milieu of which galula s coin
theory was a part the influence of galula s theory on u s
coin doctrine and the current views of galula s theory in
france and other nato countries french defense researcher
grégor mathias compares each of the eight steps of galula s
theory set out in counterinsurgency warfare against his
practice of them as described in his writings and now for the
first time against the sas archives and those of galula s
infantry company and battalion the study shows that galula
systematically inflated his operational successes to match
his theoretical scheme and that he left problems unresolved
causing his work to unravel quickly after he left his command
mathias concludes that however heuristically fruitful galula
s theory might prove for u s coin doctrine it must be
interpreted and implemented under the caveat that it was not
successfully field tested by its author
Galula in Algeria 2011-10-05 this comprehensive analytical
biography is the definitive work on the life and writings of
history s most significant counterinsurgency doctrinaire
david galula elucidating the context for his reflections and
examining the present and future applicability of his
treatise for scholars and practitioners alike the product of
years of extensive research made possible by exclusive access
to galula s personal papers as well as first hand accounts
from colleagues family members and friends this book traces
galula s life from early childhood until death describing his
upbringing education and military career in the tumultuous
historical context of his era the author a former
counterinsurgency practitioner himself pays particular
attention to how the chinese revolution and the algerian war
affected galula s views and identifies galula s mentors and
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the schools of thought within the french military that
greatly influenced his writings a conclusion illuminates the
contemporary and likely future validity of his works in the
epilogue the author speaks to galula s influence over modern
military thought and u s counterinsurgency doctrine this book
is essential reading for individuals with an interest in
counterinsurgency galula s writings or galula himself such as
military officers and civilian administrators undertaking
counterinsurgency courses and training
Counter-insurgency Warfare 1968 when the u s military invaded
iraq it lacked a common understanding of the problems
inherent in counterinsurgency campaigns it had neither
studied them nor developed doctrine and tactics to deal with
them it is fair to say that in 2003 most army officers knew
more about the u s civil war than they did about
counterinsurgency the u s army marine corps counterinsurgency
field manual was written to fill that void the result of
unprecedented collaboration among top u s military experts
scholars and practitioners in the field the manual espouses
an approach to combat that emphasizes constant adaptation and
learning the importance of decentralized decision making the
need to understand local politics and customs and the key
role of intelligence in winning the support of the population
the manual also emphasizes the paradoxical and often
counterintuitive nature of counterinsurgency operations
sometimes the more you protect your forces the less secure
you are sometimes the more force you use the less effective
it is sometimes doing nothing is the best reaction an new
introduction by sarah sewall director of the carr center for
human rights policy at harvard s kennedy school of government
places the manual in critical and historical perspective
explaining the significance and potential impact of this
revolutionary challenge to conventional u s military doctrine
an attempt by our military to redefine itself in the
aftermath of 9 11 and the new world of international
terrorism the u s army marine corps counterinsurgency field
manual will play a vital role in american military campaigns
for years to come the university of chicago press will donate
a portion of the proceeds from this book to the fisher house
foundation a private public partnership that supports the
families of america s injured servicemen to learn more about
the fisher house foundation visit fisherhouse org
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Galula 2012-08-03 over 2 200 total pages warrant officer
basic course wobc 1 18 information congratulations on your
selection as a warrant officer of marines you are about to
embark upon a truly remarkable journey as an officer of
marines that journey begins with your successful completion
of the warrant officer basic course wobc at the basic school
tbs in quantico virginia warrant officers and title 10
warrant officer wo is an appointed rank vice a commissioned
one chief warrant officers marine gunners and recruiting
officers are commissioned all chief warrant officers and
warrant officers must successfully complete the wobc in order
to retain their appointment or commission title 10 u s c
section 1165 states the secretary of the navy has the
authority to terminate the regular appointment of any
permanent regular wo at any time within three years after the
date when the officer accepted his original permanent
appointment a marine whose appointment is terminated may upon
his request and at the discretion of the secretary of the
navy be enlisted in a grade not lower than that held
immediately prior to appointment therefore the first three
years as a wo is a probationary period and the appointment to
wo will be terminated if a marine does not complete the
requirements of the wobc wobc mission statement train and
educate newly appointed warrant officers in the high
standards of professional knowledge esprit de corps and
leadership required to transition from enlisted marine to
officer with particular emphasis on the duties
responsibilities and warfighting skills required of a
provisional rifle platoon commander the warrant officer basic
course the wobc is an eighteen week course that focuses on
the transition from enlisted marine to marine officer tbs and
the wobc focus on five horizontal themes that define
expectations of all marine officers 1 a man woman of
exemplary character 2 devoted to leading marines 24 7 3 able
to decide communicate and act in the fog of war 4 a
warfighter who embraces the corps warrior ethos and 5
mentally strong and physically tough the universal concept
that marine officers must be able to assess situations weigh
the pros and cons of various decisions make a decision
develop a plan communicate that plan effectively and
supervise its execution is stressed and exercised throughout
the course the course will teach the science and art required
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for service of marine officers with an emphasis on decision
making throughout provisional infantry and planning subjects
are together used as the means or vehicle to teach and
evaluate this process since all students are evaluated on
leadership as marine officers physical mental and emotional
stress are incorporated throughout the course in order to
evaluate the ability to lead in chaotic and stressful
environments some individuals will be pushed close to their
failing point but the wobc is designed to give students an
opportunity to display positive leadership qualities in the
face of adversity the wobc is not a check in the block it is
a course designed to provide students with the learning
experiences necessary to effectively transition to service as
a marine officer students who do not successfully complete
the course face a variety of administrative actions including
repetition of the course recycle to a six month lieutenant
basic officer course revocation of appointment or separation
from the service the wobc curriculum is an academically
rigorous provisional infantry and staff planning based
program of instruction poi which consists of approximately
935 hours of formal instruction the poi includes classroom
instruction field exercises sand table exercises and
discussion groups classroom instruction is designed around
the flipped classroom model
Counterinsurgency Field Manual 2008-09-15 insurgency based
irregular warfare typifies armed conflict in the post cold
war age for some years now western and other governments have
struggled to contend with ideologically driven guerrilla
movements religiously inspired militias and systematic
targeting of civilian populations numerous conflicts of this
type are rooted in experiences of empire breakdown yet few
multi empire studies of decolonisation s violence exist
decolonization and conflict brings together expertise on a
variety of different cases to offer new perspectives on the
colonial conflicts that engulfed europe s empires after 1945
the contributors analyse multiple forms of colonial counter
insurgency from the military engagement of anti colonial
movements to the forced removal of civilian populations and
the application of new doctrines of psychological warfare
contributors to the collection also show how insurgencies
their propaganda and methods of action were inherently
transnational and inter connected the resulting study is a
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vital contribution to our understanding of contested
decolonization it emphasises the global connections at work
and reveals the contemporary resonances of both anti colonial
insurgencies and the means devised to counter them it is
essential reading for students and scholars of empire
decolonization and asymmetric warfare
Professional Journal of the United States Army 2006 a
distinguished political theorist sounds the alarm about the
counterinsurgency strategies used to govern americans
militarized police officers with tanks and drones pervasive
government surveillance and profiling social media that
distract and track us all of these contends bernard e
harcourt are facets of a new and radical governing paradigm
in the united states one rooted in the modes of warfare
originally developed to suppress anticolonial revolutions and
more recently to prosecute the war on terror the
counterrevolution is a penetrating and disturbing account of
the rise of counterinsurgency first as a military strategy
but increasingly as a way of ruling ordinary americans
harcourt shows how counterinsurgency s principles bulk
intelligence collection ruthless targeting of minorities
pacifying propaganda have taken hold domestically despite the
absence of any radical uprising this counterrevolution
against phantom enemies he argues is the tyranny of our age
seeing it clearly is the first step to resisting it
effectively
Military Review 2016 the definitive work on the course
conduct and aftermath of the iraq war in death dominance and
state building the eminent scholar of conflict roger d
petersen provides the first comprehensive analytic history of
post invasion iraq although the war is almost universally
derided as one of the biggest foreign policy blunders of the
post cold war era petersen argues that the course and conduct
of the conflict is poorly understood he begins by outlining
an accessible framework for analyzing complex fluid and
violent internal conflicts he then applies that framework to
a variety of diverse case studies to break down the strategic
interplay among the us military forces and shia and sunni
insurgent organizations as it played out in baghdad anbar and
hawija highlighting the struggle for dominance between shia
and sunni in baghdad petersen offers a reconsideration of the
surge he also addresses failures of state building in iraqi
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kurdistan critically he shows how the legacy of the us
occupation and presence from 2003 2011 shaped iraq s
political and security contours from 2011 2023 comprehensive
analytically sophisticated and subtle this book draws lessons
relevant to future american military interventions from what
most regard as the us s most disastrous foreign policy
adventure since vietnam the us cannot simply wish away
insurgencies which are always going to occur the question is
what the us and other great powers might do about them in the
future
United States Marine Corps - The Basic School - Warrant
Officer Basic Course Materials 2017-06-15 waging war conflict
culture and innovation in world history provides a wide
ranging examination of war in human history from the
beginning of the species until the current rise of the so
called islamic state although it covers many societies
throughout time the book does not attempt to tell all stories
from all places nor does it try to narrate important
conflicts instead author wayne e lee describes the emergence
of military innovations and systems examining how they were
created and then how they moved or affected other societies
these innovations are central to most historical narratives
including the development of social complexity the rise of
the state the role of the steppe horseman the spread of
gunpowder the rise of the west the bureaucratization of
military institutions the industrial revolution and the rise
of firepower strategic bombing and nuclear weapons and the
creation of people s war
Decolonization and Conflict 2018-02-27 this new handbook
provides a wide ranging overview of the current state of
academic analysis and debate on insurgency and
counterinsurgency as well as an up to date survey of
contemporary insurgent movements and counter insurgencies in
recent years and more specifically since the insurgency in
iraq from 2003 academic interest in insurgency and
counterinsurgency has substantially increased these topics
have become dominant themes on the security agenda replacing
peacekeeping humanitarian operations and terrorism as key
concepts the aim of this volume is to showcase the rich
thinking that is available in the area of insurgency and
counterinsurgency studies and act as a further guide for
study and research in order to contain this wide ranging
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topic within an accessible and informative framework the
editors have divided the text into three key parts part i
theoretical and analytical issues part ii insurgent movements
part iii counterinsurgency cases the routledge handbook of
insurgency and counterinsurgency will be of great interest to
all students of insurgency and small wars terrorism counter
terrorism strategic studies security studies and ir in
general as well as professional military colleges and
policymakers
The Counterrevolution 2024-02-02 a comprehensive look at the
toll us government policies took on civil liberties human
rights and the rule of law in the name of the war on terror
Death, Dominance, and State-Building 2016 this second edition
of military strategy joint operations and airpower introduces
contemporary strategy at the operational level of war
developed as foundational reading for all us air force
academy cadets this textbook is designed to close the gap
between military theory and practice
Waging War 2012-03-15 a better war over the last two decades
this term has become synonymous with us strategy during the
vietnam war s final years the narrative is enticingly simple
appealing to many audiences after the disastrous results of
the 1968 tet offensive in which hanoi s forces demonstrated
the failures of american strategy popular history tells of a
new american military commander who emerged in south vietnam
and with inspired leadership and a new approach turned around
a long stalemated conflict in fact so successful was general
creighton abrams in commanding us forces that according to
the better war myth the united states had actually achieved
victory by mid 1970 a new general with a new strategy had
delivered only to see his victory abandoned by weak kneed
politicians in washington dc who turned their backs on the us
armed forces and their south vietnamese allies in a bold new
interpretation of america s final years in vietnam acclaimed
historian gregory a daddis disproves these longstanding myths
withdrawal is a groundbreaking reassessment that tells a far
different story of the vietnam war daddis convincingly argues
that the entire us effort in south vietnam was incapable of
reversing the downward trends of a complicated vietnamese
conflict that by 1968 had turned into a political military
stalemate despite a new articulation of strategy abrams s
approach could not materially alter a war no longer vital to
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us national security or global dominance once the nixon white
house made the political decision to withdraw from southeast
asia abrams s military strategy was unable to change either
the course or outcome of a decades long vietnamese civil war
in a riveting sequel to his celebrated westmoreland s war
daddis demonstrates he is one of the nation s leading
scholars on the vietnam war withdrawal will be a standard
work for years to come
The Routledge Handbook of Insurgency and Counterinsurgency
2019-11-07 reliable information on potential security threats
is not just the result of diligent intelligence work but also
a product of context and culture the volume explores the
nexus between the intelligence process and strategic culture
how can and does the strategic outlook of the united states
and the united kingdom in particular influence the
intelligence gathering assessment and dissemination process
this book contains an assessment of how political agendas and
ideological outlook have significant influence on both the
content and process of intelligence it looks in particular at
the premise of hearts and minds policies culture and
intelligence gathering in counterinsurgency operations at
case studies from imperial malaya and iran in the 1950s and
at instances of intelligence failure e g the case of iraq in
2003 how was intelligence or the lack thereof a product of
political culture and how did it play a role in the political
praxis the book shows that political agendas and the
ideological outlook have a significant influence upon both
the content and process of intelligence this book was
originally published as a special issue of intelligence and
national security
Reimagining The National Security State 2022 pathological
counterinsurgency critically examines the relationship
between elections and counterinsurgency success in third
party campaigns supported by the united states from vietnam
to el salvador to iraq and afghanistan many policymakers and
academics believed that democratization would drive increased
legitimacy and improved performance in governments waging a
counterinsurgency campaign elections were expected to help
overcome existing deficiencies thus allowing governments
supported by the united states to win the hearts and minds of
its populace undermining the appeal of insurgency however in
each of these cases campaigning in and winning elections did
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not increase the legitimacy of the counterinsurgent
government or alter conditions of entrenched rent seeking and
weak institutions that made states allied to the united
states vulnerable to insurgency ultimately elections played a
limited role in creating the conditions needed for
counterinsurgency success instead decisions of key actors in
government and elites to prioritize either short term
personal and political advantage or respect for political
institutions held a central role in counterinsurgency success
or failure in each of the four cases in this study elected
governments pursued policies that benefited members of the
government and elites at the expense of boarder legitimacy
and improved performance expectations that democratization
could serve as a key instrument of change led to unwarranted
optimism about the likely of success and ultimately to flawed
strategy the united states continued to support regimes that
continued to lack the legitimacy and government performance
needed for victory in counterinsurgency
Military Strategy, Joint Operations, and Airpower 2007 in
august 2006 many senior u s officials thought america had
lost the war in iraq as the senior u s marine corps
intelligence officer there wrote that control of al anbar
province the seat of the raging sunni insurgency was
irrevocably lost to the insurgents during that time there
were over 100 attacks per day against u s military and iraqi
forces in al anbar and al qaeda in iraq had planted their
flag in the provincial capital ramadi declaring it the
capital of their new Òislamic state of iraq Ó in january 2007
as a spearhead of the newly decided Òsurge Ó the 3rd
battalion 69th armored regiment deployed to ramadi as part of
the 3rd infantry division the first regular army unit to
deploy to iraq for a third time the battalion and its parent
brigade went to work in a campaign that will be seen as the d
day of the global war on terror starting by clearing al qaeda
from the city of ramadi and replacing them with legitimate
locally raised and trained iraqi policeÑwhile simultaneously
fostering the tribal movement known as the Òawakening
councilsÓÑthe brigade began to have tremendous success by
april 2007 attacks within ramadi went from twenty per day to
one or two per week by mid summer 2007 attacks in the entire
province were down 90 percent from 2006 furthermore the
ÒawakeningÓ had swept through the rest of iraq leading to the
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best security situation seen since 2003 the 3rd battalion
69th armored was the only battalion to participate in this
campaign from start to finish moreover many of the us
successes came directly from this unitÕs work awakening
victory tells the story of this incredible campaign through
the eyes of the commander of the 3rd battalion who was right
in the thick of the fight the book also provides a
description of the iraqi insurgencyÑparticularly al qaeda in
iraqÑthat offers the depth and texture which are currently
lacking in most americans perceptions of the war it describes
the battalionÕs actions including incidents previously
unknown to the public but it is not merely another blood and
guts war story the author uses the actions of his battalion
to describe a paradigm shift that occurred while in a totally
foreign culture yet allowed for a move from a war of bombs
and bullets to one of partnership and ideas the author lt col
michael e silverman ret is a political scientist and
historian by education and has extensive experience in both
warfare and middle eastern affairs including a tour as an
advisor to a saudi arabian infantry battalion in riyadh
silverman served a two year detail to the central
intelligence agency at their langley headquarters between his
last two tours in iraq there he was privy to the directorÕs
weekly iraq briefing a working group that discussed issues on
the war many of which ultimately found their way into the
presidentÕs daily briefing well versed in international
affairs and world religions he writes with the authority of
someone who has both been blown up by an ied and helped to
shape us strategic policy for the global war on terror in
this book he describes from the very front line the exact
turning point where the united states turned a supposedly
failed war into a possibly enduring success
Parameters 2017-09-01 this unique book argues that coercive
counterinsurgency coin has played a larger role historically
than is currently recognized in today s fm 3 24 doctrine
which reflects the popular view of coin as emphasizing
protection of the population the extent to which the essence
of coin has been misunderstood and misinterpreted undermining
the coercive gold standard is a central concern while there
has been some recognition of the utility of coercive action
against insurgents ethical concerns about proportionality and
the indiscriminate use of force have imposed constraints
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where the gold standard represents deliberate strict coercion
against the population fm 3 24 emphasizes a far more limited
coercive approach one that may be to the detriment of coin
operations as understood in historical perspective chapter i
conceptual framework on coin doctrine a introduction b
problem c hypothesis d methodology e roadmap chapter ii
tarnished coin a review of the gold standard a the gold
standard theory and practice 1 david galula the acclaimed
sage of coin 2 roger trinquier defining modern warfare 3
charles lacheroy and doctrine de guerre revolutionnaire dgr 4
practice versus theory algeria 5 sir robert thompson and
defeating communist insurgency 6 the malaya emergency templar
s ham in practice b chapter summary the best practices of the
20th century gold standard chapter iii u s counterinsurgency
doctrine a fm 3 24 operational approaches b u s coin
principles the crux of fm 3 24 1 employment of force 2
control over the population 3 intelligence and information
operations c chapter summary chapter iv comparative analysis
a general observations 1 destruction of insurgents 2 static
forces and military outposts 3 insurgents must be isolated
from the population 4 importance of intelligence 5 the
intrinsic and extrinsic political realm 6 information
operations io 7 the use of indigenous forces chapter v
concluding remarks a implications b current status of fm 3 24
revision c recommendations and areas for potential research 1
forget hearts and minds ham 2 human rights vs civil rights
not mutually exclusive in coin 3 the reality of resettlement
4 focus on case studies but be careful d final remarks list
of references
Withdrawal 2013-10-31 china s war on terror is among its most
prominent and least understood of campaigns with links to the
global jihad an indigenous insurgency threatens the
government s grip on a massive region of north western china
known as xinjiang riots bombings ambushes and assassinations
have rocked the region under separatist and islamist banners
china
Intelligence and Strategic Culture 2018-06-29 provides an
overview of the principles theories policies and other
fundamentals of modern warfare and their applications in the
twenty first century
Pathological Counterinsurgency 1983 the australian national
university s strategic defence studies centre sdsc is
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australia s premier university based strategic studies think
tank fifty years after the centre was founded in 1966 sdsc
celebrated its continued research publications teaching and
government advisory role with a two day conference entitled
new directions in strategic thinking 2 0 the event saw the
podium graced by many of the world s premier thinkers in the
strategic studies field an evening between those tours to the
lectern brought together academics practitioners and other
honoured guests at a commemorative dinner held beneath the
widespread wings of the g for george bomber in the australian
war memorial an event that included sdsc s own professor
desmond ball ao making his last public appearance since sdsc
s 25th anniversary the world has seen the collapse of the
soviet union and the end of the cold war bipolarity gave way
to the emergence of the united states as the world s sole
superpower a status many now see as under threat both the
nature of the threats and identity of individual competitors
has changed in the interim quarter century non state actors
are presenting rising challenges to national governments
meanwhile a diminished russia and far more wealthy china seek
to reassert themselves never before has the call for reasoned
innovative security studies thinking been more pronounced
rarely has a group so able to offer that thought come
together as was the case in july 2016 this book encapsulates
the essence of this cutting edge thinking and is a must read
for those concerned with emerging strategic challenges facing
australia and its security partners
Quarterly Review of Military Literature 2011-10-10
contemporary military strategy and the global war on terror
offers an in depth analysis of us uk military strategy in
afghanistan and iraq from 2001 to the present day it explores
the development of contemporary military strategy in the west
in the modern age before interrogating its application in the
global war on terror the book provides detailed insights into
the formulation of military plans by political and military
elites in the united states and united kingdom for operation
enduring freedom and operation iraqi freedom alastair finlan
highlights the challenges posed by each of these unique
theatres of operation the nature of the diverse enemies faced
by coalition forces and the shortcomings in strategic
thinking about these campaigns this fresh perspective on
strategy in the west and how it has been applied in recent
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military campaigns facilitates a deep understanding of how
wars have been and will be fought including key terms
concepts and discussion questions for each chapter
contemporary military strategy and the global war on terror
is a crucial text in strategic studies and required reading
for anyone interested in the new realities of transnational
terrorism and twenty first century warfare
Awakening Victory 2017-04-08 when insurgent groups challenge
powerful states defeat is not always inevitable increasingly
guerrilla forces have overcome enormous disadvantages and
succeeded in extending the period of violent conflict raising
the costs of war and occasionally winning noriyuki katagiri
investigates the circumstances and tactics that allow some
insurgencies to succeed in wars against foreign governments
while others fail adapting to win examines almost 150
instances of violent insurgencies pitted against state powers
including in depth case studies of the war in afghanistan and
the 2003 iraq war by applying sequencing theory katagiri
provides insights into guerrilla operations ranging from
somalia to benin and indochina demonstrating how some
insurgents learn and change in response to shifting
circumstances ultimately his research shows that successful
insurgent groups have evolved into mature armed forces and
then demonstrates what evolutionary paths are likely to be
successful or unsuccessful for those organizations adapting
to win will interest scholars of international relations
security studies and third world politics and contains
implications for government officials military officers and
strategic thinkers around the globe as they grapple with how
to cope with tenacious and violent insurgent organizations
Counterinsurgency Theoretical and Practical Principles - COIN
Doctrine, David Galula, Acclaimed Sage, Trinquier, Defining
Modern Warfare, Charles Lacheroy and Doctrine de Guerre
Revolutionnaire (DGR) 2007-11-08 the strategic use of force
in counterinsurgency find fix fight focuses on how to
understand the relationship between the use of force and the
outcomes of such use specifically there is debate as to how
to evaluate counterinsurgency conflicts and what
prescriptions flow from that evaluation the neo classicist
school emphasises prescriptions which are either directly
from or inspired by cold war counterinsurgency efforts
undertaken by anti communist states the revisionist school
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focuses on how best to evaluate the political dimensions of
such conflicts this book finds that a third approach
reflective action is best as it combines neo classicism s
strength of issuing practical prescriptions with revisionism
s strength for conceptually evaluating counterinsurgency
conflicts this conceptual debate is exposited in three cases
they are the british counterinsurgency during the malayan
emergency of the 1940s and 1950s american counterinsurgency
in south vietnam during the 1960s and 1970s and the coalition
counterinsurgency in iraq during the 2000s
China's War on Terrorism 2011 south asia s complex
geopolitical realities present a number of challenges to
regional countries and dominate the discourse likewise there
are complex geostrategic issues which inhibit regional
cooperation and add to trust deficit this 2008 volume
captures the perspectives of experts and scholars on south
asia who offer insights of the region
Infantry 2002 as he prepared to wage his war of annihilation
on the eastern front adolf hitler repeatedly drew parallels
between the nazi quest for lebensraum or living space in
eastern europe and the united states s westward expansion
under the banner of manifest destiny the peoples of eastern
europe were he said his redskins and for his colonial fantasy
of a german east he claimed a historical precedent in the
united states s displacement and killing of the native
population edward b westermann examines the validity and
value of this claim in hitler s ostkrieg and the indian wars
the book takes an empirical approach that highlights areas of
similarity and continuity but also explores key distinctions
and differences between these two national projects the
westward march of american empire and the nazi conquest of
the east offer clear parallels not least that both cases
fused a sense of national purpose with racial stereotypes
that aided in the exclusion expropriation and killing of
peoples westermann evaluates the philosophies of manifest
destiny and lebensraum that justified both conquests the
national and administrative policies that framed nazi and u s
governmental involvement in these efforts the military
strategies that supported each nation s political goals and
the role of massacre and atrocity in both processes important
differences emerge a goal of annihilation versus one of
assimilation and acculturation a planned military campaign
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versus a confused strategy of pacification and punishment
large scale atrocity as routine versus massacre as exception
comparative history at its best westermann s assessment of
these two national projects provides crucial insights into
not only their rhetoric and pronouncements but also the
application of policy and ideology on the ground his
sophisticated and nuanced revelations of the similarities and
dissimilarities between these two cases will inform further
study of genocide as well as our understanding of the nazi
conquest of the east and the american conquest of the west
Military Strategy 2018-07-06 why do politicians think that
war is the answer to terror when military intervention in
iraq afghanistan pakistan syria mali somalia and elsewhere
has made things worse why do some conflicts never end and how
is it that practices like beheadings extra judicial killings
the bombing of hospitals and schools and sexual slavery are
becoming increasingly common in this book renowned scholar of
war and human security mary kaldor introduces the concept of
global security cultures in order to explain why we get stuck
in particular pathways to security a global security culture
she explains involves different combinations of ideas
narratives rules people tools practices and infrastructure
embedded in a specific form of political authority a set of
power relations that come together to address or engage in
large scale violence in contrast to the cold war period when
there was one dominant culture based on military forces and
nation states nowadays there are competing global security
cultures defining four main types geo politics new wars the
liberal peace and the war on terror she investigates how we
might identify contradictions dilemmas and experiments in
contemporary security cultures that might ultimately open up
new pathways to rescue and safeguard civility in the future
New Directions in Strategic Thinking 2.0 2014-06-19 this
textbook offers an accessible introduction to
counterinsurgency operations a key aspect of modern warfare
featuring essays by some of the world s leading experts on
unconventional conflict both scholars and practitioners the
book discusses how modern regular armed forces react and
should react to irregular warfare the volume is divided into
three main sections doctrinal origins analysing the
intellectual and historical roots of modern western theory
and practice operational aspects examining the specific role
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of various military services in counterinsurgency but also
special forces intelligence and local security forces
challenges looking at wider issues such as governance culture
ethics civil military cooperation information operations and
time understanding counterinsurgency is the first
comprehensive textbook on counterinsurgency and will be
essential reading for all students of small wars
counterinsurgency and counterterrorism strategic studies and
security studies both in graduate and undergraduate courses
as well as in professional military schools
Contemporary Military Strategy and the Global War on Terror
2015 these original essays exemplify how the transnational
history of the united states is being written today the
authors offer fresh work that focuses on the circuits of
border crossing activity that americans have inhabited while
still taking the nation state seriously
Adapting to Win 2020-01-13 samuel helfont draws on extensive
research with ba thist archives to investigate the roots of
the religious insurgencies that erupted in iraq following the
american led invasion in 2003 in looking at saddam hussein s
policies in the 1990s many have interpreted his support for
state sponsored religion as evidence of a dramatic shift away
from arab nationalism toward political islam while islam did
play a greater role in the regime s symbols and saddam s
statements in the 1990s than it had in earlier decades the
regime s internal documents challenge this theory the faith
campaign saddam launched during this period was the
culmination of a plan to use religion for political ends
begun upon his assumption of the iraqi presidency in 1979 at
this time saddam began constructing the institutional
capacity to control and monitor iraqi religious institutions
the resulting authoritarian structures allowed him to employ
islamic symbols and rhetoric in public policy but in a
controlled manner saddam ultimately promoted a ba thist
interpretation of religion that subordinated it to arab
nationalism rather than depicting it as an independent or
primary political identity the point of this examination of
iraqi history other than to correct the current understanding
of saddam hussein s political use of religion throughout his
presidency is to examine how saddam s controlled use of
religion was dismantled during the us iraq war and
consequently set free extremists that were suppressed under
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his regime when the american led invasion destroyed the
regime s authoritarian structures it unwittingly unhinged the
forces that these structures were designed to contain
creating an atmosphere infused with religion but lacking the
checks provided by the former regime groups such as the
sadrists al qaida and eventually the islamic state emerged
out of this context to unleash the insurgencies that have
plagued post 2003 iraq
The Strategic Use of Force in Counterinsurgency 2007 this
book examines the implications of counterinsurgency warfare
for u s defense policy and makes the compelling argument that
the united states default position on counterinsurgency wars
should be to avoid them given the unsatisfactory outcomes of
the counterinsurgency coin wars in afghanistan and iraq the u
s military is now in a heated debate over whether wars
involving coin operations are worth fighting this book
provides a comprehensive analysis of the effectiveness of
coin through key historic episodes and concludes that the
answer is an emphatic no based on a dominant record of u s
military or political failure and inconsistency in the
reasons for the rare cases of success the author also
examines the implications of his findings for u s foreign
policy defense policy and future weapons procurement
Review of Current Military Literature 2013 martin van creveld
a noted theorist contends that the concept of operational art
did not take off in the u s until after the vietnam war
conversely james schneider a prominent military theorist
asserts that operational art began in the american civil war
this monograph provides a holistic analysis of four plains
indian war campaigns lieutenant general ltg philip sheridan
conducted all four campaigns this analysis illustrates
several enduring principles of both operational art and
counterinsurgency coin operations the purpose of the
monograph is to explain the initial failure of ltg sheridan s
1876 centennial campaign against the sioux and cheyenne
indians additionally this explanation relates the
significance of ltg sheridan s planning to contemporary coin
campaign planning the overall methodology is the
incorporation of four case studies to test the theory of
sanctuary control and elimination of resources to defeat
insurgencies the monograph contains three key findings the
first key finding is that the failure at the little big horn
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was ltg sheridan s fault not ltc custer s and this directly
relates to the second finding the second key finding is the
importance of operational art in designing a campaign plan to
link tactical actions to strategic objectives the third
finding is the efficacy of some of the current coin tenets
ultimately this monograph demonstrates the utility of a
strategy of exhaustion and its resulting operations to
control terrain and insurgent sanctuaries as well as to deny
the enemy resources to defeat an insurgency
Special Warfare 2008-03-30
Pentagon's South Asia Defence and Strategic Year Book 2008
2016-10-13
Hitler's Ostkrieg and the Indian Wars 2018-05-21
Global Security Cultures 2010-04-22
Understanding Counterinsurgency Warfare 2017
Professional Journal of the United States Army 2018-03-21
Outside In 2013-07-19
Compulsion in Religion 2014-08-15
The Failure of Counterinsurgency
It Was Sheridan's Fault Not Custer's: LTG Sheridan’s Campaign
Plans Against The Plain Indians
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